
Nov.19. 2008 

TO: EVERY ONE IN THE SOUTH SUDAN ALTERNATIVE ENERGY 

CONFERENCE DETROITE MICHIGAN 


After a long week conference in Detroit, here we are extended our gratitude thanks to you 
all the Mohicans, we are very please to meet you all, our government of south Sudan 
would appreciates making business with you. Its importance for us to explore all those 
opportunities for newly found country of ours, the South Sudan. South Sudan has been in 
relationship with U.S.A for many years now and The Government of South Sudan is 
highly welcoming all the investor, contractors, missionaries to come help us develop the 
country which has been tom part by 50 years war conflict with the dominant North 
Sudan. In 2005 we have singe comprehensive peace agreement (CPA) with North Sudan 
which granted us peace and security for 6 years until we vote for a referendum of self
determination. We are very please to see all varies international investor in South Sudan 
to help bring recovery in the country. We are still looking forward seeing more coming to 
invest in these multimillion dollars projects challenging country is facing, we require 
expertise at all varies institutions we have. 

The conference we have went very well, though its center it search in renewable energy 
for south Sudan, we also welcoming any body who can invest in the country, in another 
hand they also helping country develop quickly in their big business, think of it you are 
helping a country that has never have infrastructures before and the country is try it best 
to come in to face of the world, you would be very welcome you know. South Sudan is 
very friendly country and very rich in natural resources. The country huge income is from 
oil revenue, which share between South and North, so if you are convinced with the 
passed conference or you want more information feel free to come to South Sudan and 
you will be meeting us. Steve Lowell will also help you understand more about 
investment in South Sudan, 

According to our message last time we want some investors, contractor, missionaries in 
field of renewable energy and others. the directorate of renewable energy in government 
of south Sudan is asking for means of alternative energy, we are facing huge cost of gas 
fuel consumption by generators running governmental building and its has been 



that huge amount of money are wasted to huge I as 
renewable energy in country thought of it and I decided to explore the needs of 
alternative energy in the country, I new it then I can be great help this department, 

country huge demand of they are I will work with one who can 
bring the right technology to country of south Sudan at reasonable amount of money. 

technology I met in Detroit to knowledge will all 
south foremost we will the local 

living style, a lot a jobs will be created in present a little or big investment every 
one of you can make, southern Sudan believe in good friendship believe U.S.A 
local citizens have contribute into the peace we have today, so the only way we can pay 
you back is to thank you and to come and invest in the country that aptlrec 
your investment most. 

We advice come to south Sudan to secure 
every way are of we can 
help you with and Lowell will play roll at, he will work 
hand-in-hand with us in south Sudan until your one you who think to be 
there in the beginning of the years you will call Timothy Tutlam the director of 
renewable energy for south Sudan in the south sudan (Juba) we look 

you all in the future once we appreciate your time and 
.pr,pn£· ... in Detroit Michigan victory Hotel. We 

to come in future either Detroit or some 
our thanks to Mr. Steve Jiemlade1 and 

work have put for us. We are looking to do more 
hard work its not only being appreciate by us, its also appreciate by the 

South Sudan local citizens (GOSS) the government south Sudan, we 
high profile in the country to extend your moral 

future. 
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